Maths
Number: Place Value
Number: Addition and Subtraction
Measurement: Money
Number: Multiplication and Division

English
Advent Curriculum Map - Year Two
'Towers, Tunnels and Turrets’ and ’Bounce’
See the castle ahead? Get ready to invade its mighty walls! We will be shooting a
projectile with an archer’s aim! We will be very STEM based this term – building towers,
designing bridges and strong fortresses. To complement our topic, we will visit Warwick
Castle and take part in our own battle. Later in the term we will be bouncing balls in every
direction! We will be designing games, exploring forces and learning all about the
importance of exercise. Parents, get ready to participate in the odd sporting challenge
later in the year!

Humanities

Science

Amazing structures around the world,
Towers and bridges in the local area,
Castles and castle life, Isambard Kingdom
Brunel, Sporting Heroes.

Living things and their habitats, use of everyday materials,
working scientifically, forces and the importance of exercise.

Reported Speech, Narrative, Letters,
Recounts, Posters, Information Books,
Instructions and Poetry.

Homework
Weekly Learning Log/English Task
Weekly mathematics activity
Beat That Maths Challenge
Weekly Spellings
Reading (Daily)

Music
Notes and Sounds
Inter House Music Competition
Nativity

RE
Domestic Church: Family: Beginnings
Baptism/Confirmation: Belonging:
Signs & symbols
Judaism

Drama
Nativity Production
‘In character’ Role Play
Act out ‘The Frog Prince’
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French
Greetings; family words; understanding
classroom instructions; counting;
colours; songs and games.

PSHME

Computing

Contributing to life of the classroom,

Create castles using drawing software

Exploring what is fair/unfair,
right/wrong,

Digital Photography

Exploring strategies to resolve simple
arguments

Online Safety

Coding

What physical contact is
acceptable/unacceptable
Art and Design

PE and Games

Art - Children will create sculpture, pop
art and learn how to draw facial
features to portray different emotions,
all through the topic of comic
superheroes and with inspired works of
Roy Lichtenstein.

Uni-hoc: Developing a wide range of skills
and techniques including: handling,
control, dribbling, sending and receiving.
Cross Country: Increasing stamina,
endurance & speed when running over
long distances.

